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At RJ C's H enry Barnard School:

Handicapped Kids Ben efit Non-Handicapped
h) (,e<~rge La Tou_r

.
~avrng
phy ically han?1capped
child~en attend" clas es,, w1t_h no1:handicapped or. _normal ch1)dren 1s
apparently benef1c1al to those with handicaps, _but may be even more so for
those. w_Ithout!
.
Thts is the conclusion one draw after
talking with teac~ers at Henry Barnard
chool where children from. the Rh<?de
I land chool for t~e Deal are bemg
"mainstreamed"
tnto the regular
cla room under a program started in
the I ?78-79 school year that is pr<?ving
amazrngly. ucces f_ulfor both_ handicappe?, and non-handicapped ch1)dre:1.
ome parents thmk this 1s t~e
gr:ate t thmg to ever _happen to their
children," as~ures Judith M. Kelly of
Rumfor~, assistant professor of home
economics at Henry_Barnard.
And he' not talking about parents of
the handicapped.
"We're getting a very interesting feedback from the parents of our Henry Bar-

nard students," says Kelly, who indicates strong evidence of a growing acceptance, understanding and warmth of
friendship for the handicapped not only
among the non-handicapped students,
but their parents and the teachers
themselves.
"Some
lasting friendships
have
developed. Some of the children are no
longer together in class and are still
keeping in touch," she said with some
surprise and genuine gratification.
It 's He lped Us Too
"Certainly the handicapped children
have benefited, but we think it's helped
us too," she said in reference to he_r
students and fellow teachers. She suggested this was, perhaps, the acquiring
of a "special sensitivity" to the handicapped.
"We've had some parents request that
their children be included in our group
and have been disappointed when they
couldn't,"
assures Kelly. The mixed

groups of deaf and normal hearing
children have been limited to no more
than 12 in number.
The program at H enry Barnard got
its impetus in 1977 when a federal grant
was given to the school for the deaf for
Project Options which "opened the
door' for mainstreaming"
the deaf
children into regular classes, said J?r.
Richard E. Sevey, Henry Barnard pnncipal.
Henry Barnard was one of several
schools, including Wynman Junior High
in Warwick, Martin Junior High in East
Providence and the Davies Vocational
School in Lincoln, t~e school for t~e
deaf
uses to mainstream
theH
youngsters.
"The idea of mainstreaming is to help
these handicapped children to begin to
function in a normal environment. So
long as they proceed in a limited environment, they never learn," said
Sevey. But, he added, "we also felt that

having some dear children would be
good for our children - to give them exposure to children different
from
themselves".
Can Be Happ y
"Ou r children are eeing that children
with handicaps can be happy and you
don't have to feel sorry for them.
They're eeing that people - no mailer
what their handicaps - can be succes ful
but in a different way," pointed out the
school principal who resides in Green
ville.
Other children, also handicapped but
more everely so, attend an industrial
arts workshop at Henry Barnard wbich
is given - in the true sense of the word by Joseph P . Tummine lli of Johnston.
professor of industria l arts.
Started last acade mic year as a pilot
project, there are now three classes of
five childr en each - all with multihandicaps - learning to work with their
(Co ntin ued on p. 4)

As Deadline App roa ches:

Toys For Tots
The campus community will have a
chance thi year to participate in the
U. . Marine Corps Re erve "Toys
for Tots" program.
In years pa t, the Industrial Arts
Club ha made toys for donation to
the program. This year receptacle
for new or used toy in good condition have been placed around campus
for those wishing to donate, that
underprivileged children may share in
the joy of Chri tmas.
Sgt. Brian J. McDermott, chairman, aid it is preferred that new, un'wrapped toys or those in good condition be donated. "We can't accept
u ed stuffed toy or clothing," he
aid, "a we do not have the money,
per onnel or time to make major

repairs."
In existence for 33 years, Toys for
Tots has brought over 60--million toys
to underprivileged
children
in
America.
"This year, some 33,000 Marine
reserves of the 4th Marine Division
and the 4th Marine Aircraft Wing,
located in more than 180 cities across
the nation, will participate," said Lt.
Col. Eugene T. Nervo.
The Industrial Arts Club under the
guidance of Charles T. Batcher, instructor of industrial education, and
president, Michael A. Perreault, will
coordinate the program at RIC along
with Marine Private Keith Mitchell
out of Fields Point.

Curriculum Unit Reviews COGE Report
With three of seven sections approved, the curricu lum committee conti nu es
to consider the recommendatio ns contained in the report of the committee on
general education (COGE). Devoting
entire meetings, which'run nearly all day
(rather than the usual two hours
scheduled for regular meetings) the cur-

Conv ocation Set
The convocation opening college
for the spring semester has been set
by President Sweet for Thursday,
Jan. 15 at 10 a.m. in Donovan Dining
Center. Things will get underway at
9:30 with coffee and donuts. The
speaking program begins promptly at
IO a.m. All faculty and staff are urged to atte11d.

riculum comm itt ee has given its sanction
to recom mend atio ns which (I) expo u nd
the offici al phi losophy underlying the
general education program at RIC, (II )
state the goals of the GE program, and
(IV) contain the core curriculum for GE.
With the exception of one section,
recommendation Ill, which deals with
pre-requisite learning skills, has been
sent back to the COGE for that group to
re-examine its feasibility according tu
Dr. Joan Glazer, professor of elementary education and chair of the curriculum committee. The section of
Recommendation Ill, which has been
accepted, states the pre-requisite skills
expected of RIC students in the area of
writing.
Glazer explained that the approved
(Contin ued on p. 6)

Offers A 'Second Shot'

UEC Thriving In New Home
by Laurence J . as o, Jr.
While many imilar operation born at the same time as Rhode Island College's
rban Educational Center (UEC) have ceased to exist, withering in the changed
o ial and economic climate of the l 970's, the UEC has continued to grow and
thrive. Its endurance and ucce s can in part be attributed to its flexibility, but
al o to a co ntinui ng awareness of its root says its director, Charles Walton. He
e plains that the UEC has bee n able to survive by adapting to the shifting n:eds
and p riorities of Rhod e Islan d 's inner city an d its d isadvantaged po pu lation.
Perhap surprising is the fact that , at least in part, that adap tation has <;>cc~red
through re-examinat ion of the orig inal purpo se o f the center . T od":Y, se~thJ:g m_to
new quarters at 126 Somerset Street in Pro viden ce, the UE C 1s enJoymg its
highest enrollment ever .
"When I was appointed; director, I made a decision that we ~ad to go ba ck to
ba ics in order to grow anci go ahead at the UEC ," Walton pomt s out. _He says
that the staff went back to the history of the center 's origin s t? get the idea s for
the Educational Opportunitie s Center (EOC) and the Associ at es Degree Pro gram, currentl y two of the UEC's bu siest prog ram s.
Port of Entry
.
·Establi shed in 1968 in the after mat h of Ma rtin Luther King's assass~nat10n, the
UEC was con ceived as a tribute to the lat e leader of the blac~ co~UJ:HY: Foun ded as an inter-agency effort of the state's three higher educa!1on~l. mst1t~t1on~, t~e
UEC was formed to serve educationally disadvantaged mmont1es, pnmanly m
the inner city of Providence. The intention was to offer a "port of entry" for
the e minoritie into higher education.
Walton one time characterized the center as "the last of the good guys", a
(Continue d on p. 2)

ADVOCATI G THE UEC: Charle s D . Walt o n. dir ecto r o f RI< ·, l rhan
Educatio na l Ce nter , sp eak s for cefull ~ of th e facili t~ a nd ho \\ it gh e, inrH'r dt~. lo"
income a nd m in orit ) gro up s a "seco nd ~ho t" at a ca reer.
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RIC Cares
"Nobody comes to see us-" is the
chief complaint of Rhode lslan'd's elderly, confined to some 40 nursing homes
around tfie state.
"They're lonely and th·ey're bored,~'
says Joseph D. Graham, associate professor of communications and theatre
and director of a theatre workshop "for
and with senioradults" that has toured
several of these sanctuaries for the aged
and infirm in the past couple of months.
. S<?me17 people in the workshop rangmg m age "from girls in their 20's to
people in their 70's" have attempted to
bring some cheer and "a sense of participation" to residents of the DeAngeli s
Manor in West Warwick, th_e Golden
Crest Nursing Home in North Pro vidence and the United Methodist
Health Care and Retirement Center in
East Providence .
For the younger members of the
workshop it' s a matter of studying
gerontology; for the older of giving their
time, talents and love.
"This is the first time we've offered
this workshop at RIC," said Graham
himself- approaching retirement. He';
not sure if other colleges offer anything
similar but is sure the idea is something
relatively new.

"There's only one textbook on the
subject that I can think of. It's
some!hing that's still being developed,"
he said. However, there is a group out of
Boston called "The New Wrinkle
Theatre" that is doing great work in this
area but "charging quite a bit for it."
"These people really enjoy our
shows," he said, but the presentations
"m_ust not be too subtle or they go right
.wer their heads." They like "the old
familiar songs with occasional touches
Jf slapstick and "we encourage them to
:hirp right in with us when we sing."
As laughter is therapeutic, so is the
KIC entertainment "to the degree in
.,·hich we are able to get the-audience in:o lved," said Graham .
"After it's ov~r, what they remember
;5 what they did," he assures.
As Christmas approaches and the year
ends, RIC's Gerontology Department
und~r the directorship of Dr. Gama!
Zaki and those in the theatre workshop
like to remember WHAT THEY DID
and hope the New Year will enable them
ro do it again .
-

Last Issue
This is t-he last iss~e of What's
.Veh'S at RIC until Jan . 19th.
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F.ellowship, Research, Program Support Deadlines ·
. The Bureau of Grants and Sponsored
Projects has announced the following
deadlines:
The Consumer's Education Program
_ supports the development and implementation of special projects designed to help people function more effectively and in their roles as consumercitizens. Approximately $3 ½ - -million
will be available for-new projects. Proa
posals are due by Feb . 2.

***
To insure that colleges and universities have the capabilities for introduc- •
ing undergraduate students to currently
important sciences and technological
developments, and, developing improved approaches to the presentation of
scientific concepts and applications, the
NATIONAL
SCIENCE FOUNDATION funds the Local Course Improvement Program . Approximately
110
awards of no more than $30,000 will be
made during the current round of funding. The deadline for submission of
proposals is Feb. 15.

***
Preliminary proposals for the Comprehensive Program of the FUND FOR
THE
IMPROVEMENT
OF
POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION are
due by Jan .. 6, 1981. Programs proposed
should be learner-centered , have a farreaching impact an·d be cost-effective.
The FUND has described its "Agenda
for Improvement" in the application
packet available at the bureau of'grants
and sponsored projects.
·

***
The CENTER FOR POPULATION
RESEARCH of the NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CHILD HEAL TH AND

DEVELOPMENT
(NIH)
plans to issue three requests for proposals on the following research topics:
(1) Research on the Effe .cts of Fertility
on Changing Roles of Women and Men,
(2) The Effects of Family Size: A
Critical Review of Research since 1973,
and,
(3) Changing Patterns of Household
Structure .
·
HUMAN

* * •·
The deadline for submission of proposals to the Arts in Education Program
is Feb. 27, 1981. Under this program,
grants are awarded to establish and conduct programs in which the arts are an
integral part of elementary and secondary school curricula. Statewide projects, urban or large community pro- .
jects, and rural or small community projects are particqlarly encouraged. The
regul~tion requiring that at least four
major art areas be addressed has been
deleted .

***
The NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
EDUCATION has announced a Jan. 27
deadline for proposals to the Teaching
and Learning Research Grants program.
' Prop 'osals should address issues in one
of the following categories: Language
and Liteyacy, Basic Cognitive Skills,
Teaching in School Settings, Teaching in
Out-of-School Settings, or Testing /
Evaluation .
*

**

The Health Services Administration's
BUREAU
OF
COMMUNITY
HEALTH SERVICES is accepting applications from co11egesand universities
for specialized training of health profes·sionals in maternal and child health. Ap-

plications are due by Ja,n. 16, 1981.

***

The AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN
SOCIETY ~~s.announced a competition
for. four V1s1tmg Research Fellowships
dunng the year June 1, 1981 - May 31,
1982. These awards are:
(1) fl!°:tiorial Endowment for , the
Humanities Fellowships (6 to 12 months)
(2) Fred Harris Daniels Fellowships (1
to 3 months for dissertation work or
research and writing · in any field in
American history and culture through
1876.)
(3) Albert Boni Fellowship (1 to 2
mont~s for _w<;>rkin the fields of early
Amencan b1bhography or printing arid
publishing history)
. (4) F,:ances Hiatt Fellowship (for
• d1ssertat10n research)
.
Application for all four Fellowships
are due by Feb. 2, 1981.

***
DOHERTY
FOUNDATION
Fellowships for Latin American Stu.dy
support field research in the areas of ant~ropology,. economics, geography,
history, pohtics and sociology, The
awards are for 12 months and include
tr~v~l and living expenses plus a
m101mum. research necessities stipend.
The deadhne for application is Feb. I.

***
The CENTER
FOR SOCIAL
ORGANIZATION OF SCHOOLS at
John Hopkins University is offering
Fellowships in Educational Research.
The pui:pose of this program is to provide an appropriate setting and range of
opportunities for participants to conduct and publish research that will make
a · significant
contribution
to the
sociology of el:lucation and relate·d
areas. The deadline is Feb. 28.

In New Home
. (Continued from p. I)

desc_riptionwhich no doubt would have pleased the late Charles Forte s: Later to
rec~1vean hono:ary degree from RIC, Fortes was a community leader instrumen tal tn the plannmg for rhe ~EC. He obtained from RIC the services of Dr. Ray
f-:Ioug~ton, professor of philosophy and foundations of education, as· the UEC's
first director .
Recently relocated to the building on Somerset Street in Providence's s·outh
end, the ·UEC ha~ occupie?. fo1;1rsites si nce it was created.

The late st is the large st

and and be~t eq~tpped fac1hty !l has ever had. A former school building owned by ,
the. ~athohc D!o~ese_of Rhode Isl~nd, it was the headquarters of the Opportumt1es Industnahzatlon Center until that organization moved to a new building.
The UEC has 14,500 square feet of useable floor space in its new home an increase over its prior location s of 8,500 square feet.
'
Waiting List

. They need it all. With enrollment in its various programs sta nding at approx1mat~ly 1,000, the UEC will utilize all of the available classroom, office and
meetmg space.
.
_
The enrollme_"ntfigures cited by 'Yalton d?n 't reflect .the large number of people who come mto !he center for ' mformat1on, he pomt s out. There is a large
number of area residents who come by seeking to learn about opportunities.
Some are refen:ed to ~ther agencies and some keep in touch with UEC until they
are able to use its services. Currently, there is a waiting list of approximately 300
people who cannot be accommodated in the center's various programs at the pre-

OPEN HOUSE
"It will be a joyous occ<1sio11.
"So
· says Charle_s U.'alron, · direcror <~/
RJC' s Urban Educarion Cenrer
describing rhe annual open house a;
rhe UEC. Scheduled for Jan . 15,
/981 , rhe anniversa, y <~( Dr . A,fanin

Luther King' s birthdav, 1he even/ will
offer a varier.,· of a~·riviriesfor all
ages. Beg111
ning a't 4 p.m . and running until 7 p.m., it will include both
jazz and gospel music, sroryrel/ing.
art exhibirs, puppet shows, a film on
the life of Martin Lurher Kin?,,
dramatic presemations and tours of
1he·UEC's 11e1
{ home at 126 S0111erser
Street, Providence . There will he
plenty of rej,'eshmet11s and rhe UEC
staff hopes 1ha1 el'ervr-111ewho can
possibly get there turns up to share in
the celebration. Come and rejoice!
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RIC Cares
"Nobody comes to see us," is the
chief complaint of Rhode Island' s elderly, confined to some 40 nursing homes
around the state.
"They're lonely and they're bored,"
says Joseph D. Graham, associate professor of communications and theatre
and director of a theatre workshop "for
and with senior adults" that has toured
several of these sanctuaries for the aged
and infirm in the past couple of months .
Some 17 people in the workshop ranging in age "from girls in their 20's to
people in their 70's" have attempted to
bring some cheer and "a sense of par. ticipation" to residents of the DeAngelis
Manor in West Warwick, th,e Golden
Crest Nursing Home in North Providence and the United Methodist
Health Care and Retirement Center in
East Providence.
For the younger members of the
workshop it's a matter of studying
gerontology; for the older of giving their
time, talents and love.
"This is the first time we' ve offered
this workshop at RIC," said Graham,
himself · approaching retirement. He's
not sure if other colleges offer anything
similar but is sure the idea is something
relatively new.
"There's only one textbook on the
subject that I can think of. It's
something that's still being developed,"
he said. However, there is a group out of
Boston called "The New Wrinkle
Theatre" that is doing great work in this
area but "charging quite a bit for it."
"These people really enjoy our
shows," he said, but the presentations
··must not be too subtle or they go right
Jver their heads .'' They like 'the old
familiar songs with occasional touches
A slapstick and "we encourage them to
:hirp right in with us when we sing."
As laughter is therapeutic, so is the
iUC entertainment "to the degree in
.,·hich we are able to get the-audience in:o lved," said Graham.
"After it's over, what they remember
;~ what they did," he assures .
As Christmas approaches and the year
ends, RIC's Gerontology Department
under the directorship of Dr. Gamal
Zaki' and those in the theatre workshop
like to remember WHAT THEY DID
artd hope the New Year will enable them
to do it again.
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Fellowship, Research, Program Support Deadlines
. The Bureau of Grants and Sponsored
Projects has announced the following
deadlines:
The Consumer's Education Program
_ supports the development and implementation of special projects designed to help people function more effectively and in their roles as consumercitizens. Approximately $3 ½ -million
will be available for-new projects. Pro :posals are due by Feb. 2.

HUMAN
DEVELOPMENT
(NIH)
plans to issue three requests for proposals on the following research topics:
(1) Research on the Effects of Fertility
on Changing Roles of Woinen and Men,
(2) The Effects of Family Size: A
Critical Review of Research since 1973,
and,
(3) Changing Patterns of Household
Structure .
·

* * •·

***
To insure that colleges and universities have the capabilities for introduc\ng undergra~uate students to currently
important sciences and technological
developments, and, developing improved approaches to the presentation of
scientific concepts and applications, the
NATIONAL
SCIENCE FOUNDATION funds the local Course Improvement Program. Approximately
110
awards of no more than $30,000 will be
made during the current round of funding. The deadline for submission of
proposals is Feb. 15.

***
Preliminary proposals for the Comprehensive Program of the FUND FOR
THE
IMPROVEMENT
OF
POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION are
·due by Jan. 6, 1981. Programs proposed
should be learner-centered, have a farreaching impact an·d be cost-effective.
The FUND has described its "Agenda
for Improvement" in the application
packet available at the bureau of'grants
and sponsored projects.

***
The CENTER FOR POPULATION
RESEARCH of the NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CHILD HEAL TH AND

The deadline for submission of pro posals to the Arts in Education Program
is Feb. 27, 1981. Under this program,
grants are awarded to establish and conduct programs in which the arts are an
integral part of elementary and secondary school curricula. Statewide projects, urban or large community projects, and rural or small community pro- ·
jects are particqlarly encouraged . The
regulation requiring that at least four
major art areas be addressed has been
deleted.

***
The NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
EDUCATION has announced a Jan. 27
deadline for proposals to the Teaching
, and Learning Research Grants program.
Propo sals should address issues in one
of the . following categories: Language
and L1teyacy, Basic Cognitive Skills
Teaching in School Settings, Teaching i~
Out-of-School Settings, or Testing /
Evaluation.

***
The Health Services Administration's
BUREAU
OF
COMMUNITY
HEALTH SERVICES is accepting applications from colleges and universities
for specialized training of health professionals in maternal and child health . Ap -

plications are due by J&n. 16, 1981.

***

The AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN
SOCIETY has announced a competition
for four Visiting Research Fellowships
during the year June 1, 1981 - May 31,
1982. These awards are:
(1) National Endowment for the
Humanities Fellowships (6 to 12 months)
(2) Fred Harris Daniels Fellowships (I
to 3 months for dissertation work or
research and writing in any field in
American history and culture through
1876.)
(3) A lbert Boni Fellowship ( I to 2
months for work in the fields of early
American bibliography or printing and
publishing history)
(4) Frances Hiatt Fellowship (for
•dissertation research)
Application for all four Fellowships
are due by Feb . 2, 1981.

***
DOHERTY
FOUNDATION
Fellowships for Latin American Study
support field research in the areas of anthropology,
economics,
geography,
history, politics and sociology. The
awards are for 12 months and include
travel and living expenses plus a
minimum research necessities stipend.
The deadline for application is Feb. 1.

***
The CENTER
FOR SOCIAL
ORGANIZATION OF SCHOOLS at
John Hopkins University is offering
Fellowships in Educational Research.
The purpose of this program is to provide an appropriate setting and range of
opportunities for participants to conduct and publish research that will make
a · significant
contribution
to the
sociology of education and related
areas. The deadline is Feb . 28 .

In New Home
. (Continued from p. 1)

desc_ription which no doubt would have pleased the late Charles Fortes: Later to
rec~1vean hono _rarydegree from RIC, Fortes was a community leader instrumen tal m the planning for the ~EC. He obtained fr?m RIC the services of Or. Ray
~oug~ton, professor of philosophy and foundations of education, as-the UEC's
first director.
Recently relocated to the building on Somerset Street in Providence 's South
end, the UEC h~ occupie~ -foi:r sites since it was created . The late st is the largest
and and best equipped fac1hty It has ever had. A former school building owned by
the . c:;::atholicD!o~ese_of Rhode Isl~nd, it was the headquarters of the Oppor tunities lndu stnahzat1on Center until that organization moved to a new building.
The UEC h~s 14,_500 squ~re feet of useable floor space in its new home, an increase over its pnor location s of 8,500 square feet.
Waiting List

. They need it all. With enrollment in its various programs standing at approx1mat~ly 1,000, the UEC will utilize all of the available classroom, office and
meeting space.
.
·
The enrollment figures cited by Walton don't reflect the large number of people who come into _the center for informatioi:i, he points out. There is a large
number of area residents who come by seeking to learn about opportunities.
Some are referred to other agencies and some keep in touch with UEC until they
are able to use its services. Currently, there is a waiting list of approximately 300
people who cannot be accommodated in the center's various programs at the pre-

OPEN HOUSE
"It will be a joyous occasion . "So
- says Charles U.'alton , · director <~/
R/C 's Urban Education
Cenrer,
describing the annual open house
the UEC. Scheduled for Jan. 15,
198/, the anniversary<~/ Dr. Martin
Luther King 's birrhday, rhe even/ will
offer a variery of activities for all
ages. Beg11111ing
at 4 p.111. a11d ru1111ing unril 7 p .111
., ir will includ e bo1h
jazz and gospel 11111sic,
sro,}'telfinf!,.
art exhibits, puppet shows, a Ji/111on
rhe life of Martin Luther King,
dramatic prese111ations and tour s of
rhe UEC's 11e1\'home ar 126 S0111erse1
5,treet, Providence. There will be
plenry of reji'eshments and the UEC
stajf hopes that e1·e1yr-me who can
possibly get there turns up to share in
the celebration. Come and rejoice!
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(Continued from p. 2)
sent budget and staffing leve ls according to Walton.
Three grant funded projects ·and an extensive general equivalency diploma
(GED) testing program account for the bulk of enrollment at the center. There
are also programs to prepare students for the GED tests, adult basic education
cl~sses, and a CET A sponsored program which combines preparation in English
as a second language and high school equivalency in Spanish . Additionally, the
center has a professional and personal development program which provides a
variety of self-irriprovement courses. Clients at the center can also take RIC entry
level courses if they have comple_ted their GED and take a prescribed st ud y skills
program along with the initial RIC course.
Highest Volume Is At UEC
"We are sti ll lacking key staff members for the job that need s to be done,"
Walton emphasizes. He cites the fact that there are two counselors on 5taff for the
1,000 clients the center ,erves.
"The UEC hasn't had a significa nt increase in_its budget in the last severa l
years," Walton points out. He supp lies figures to su pport his contention, explaining that the state appropriated $177.,000 for the UEC in 1972 and today the appropriation is $209,000. The staff has grown from seven to 25 in the last two
years, he reports.
Further documenting the demand- for the center's services, the affable director
observed that of J-1places in the state offering GED testing the highe st volume oc·curs at the UEC. Eighty percent of those tested come from the immediate area in
South P.rovidence .
Also accounting for the high enrollment in UEC programs are the grant-funded
project s. The Associate Degree Program which .resulted from a collaborative effort between RIC via the UEC and the Community College of Rhode Island offer~ degree ~ in five areas . The participants are low income and minority student s
primarily from Pro vidence·~ inner city. ·
Nation-wide Model
The Educational Opportunities Center was formed through a collaborative
grant also. The UEC and OIC combined to apply for a graht which support s the
with respect to financial and academic
center which su pplie s information
as,istance to individual s app lying for admissio n to institutions of higher education . The third grant-funded project, Project Success, is an operation which provides vocational oriented college credit courses, high school equivalency preparation and <iupplemental career counseling to low-income minority and educational·
ly disadvantaged adults .
The project director , for the se programs are Jack Herman son, Associate
Degree Progra ·m, Roberto Gonzalez, the Educational Opportunities Center and
Maryanne O'Shea, Project Success.
" The real life line of a place like the UEC is the ability to continue to-experiment ~•· ,ays Walton, renecting on the three new programs which have generated
such interest at the center. "One of the things that has given the UEC life in the
Jaq two or three years is that we have continued with experimentation. The Fund
for the Improvement of Po st-secondary Education, (FIPSE) the funding agency,
cited the A ssoc iate Degree Program as one of the more innovative efforts of its
kind. i\ s a result, the project received the maximum possible funding and FIPSE
talked tom about using it as a model of inter-institutional collaboration nationwide."
"Lab" For New Concepts
The Associa te Degree Program , which enrolls 134 students in cla~ses at the
elecUFC lead s 10 degree s (conferred by CCR!) in business administration,
t n)nics. art, and ,c ience\ , and educational and social services .
The EOC. also an innovative project, assists client s in prep aring applications
!or financial aid. provide~ tutorial help, serves as a recruiting and counseling pool
for the di,advan1aged, maintain s sate llite offices in four loc ation~ beside~ the
UEC, a nd or,crate:-. a telephone "hotline". In its first year of operation the EOC
placed approximately 600 people in post -secondary institutions, 40 percent of a ll
who applied. About 1,300 were helped in preparing appli _cations for admissions,
financial aid and the like .
(Whar 's ,Vews reported on the EOC in the No v: 3 issue. An article focusing ex'
clusively on the Associate Degree Program is planned for Jan., 1981).
Identif ying the target population for a good part of .the UEC' s grogramming as
the "older than average student" Walton sa id that the UEC is a "lab" for trying
out new ct111cepts, a place to work with the older population . He .,aid that he
hopes that the UEC will be able to keep on providing service5 to the people who
receive the GLD through the center. ·
"foothold In Community"
"A great deal of motivating goes on here, some real hand-holding
he observes . ." A lot of people aren't even aware when they enter
experience,,''
that the UEC i~ part of a college. At that point it isn't even that important that
they are (aware) .·'
Three of the largest low income housing facilities in the city are within 5 or 6
blocks of the center, Walton points out. Providence's Adult Education Program
has experienced cutbacks which resulted in the assessment of a fee for its GED
testing program. The upshot has been an increase in the number served by the
UEC. Walton feels that the center is coming into-its own in a setting which will
allow it to function as it was originally intended to fun_ction. That is why he is insistent on the need for expanding the counsling capability at UEC.
i' We ha ve a real foothold Ill the commumty. we can create a real impact," he
~ays. Referring to the work of the EOC, he points out that the UEC is getting
more involved with career counseling, deeper level counseling.
"Now we're at a p_oint where we can begin to impact more on the lives of people. For a lot of the individuals-who come in here it is their second shot al making
a life, a career. We are giving them the seco nd shot," he adds.
Primary To RIC's Mission
Walton sugge sts that the UEC's ability to offer programs and add counseling
capability would be strengthened if RIC would assign faculty member s to the
·
center "in load".
It would, he claims, allow greater curriculum flexibility at the center.
"One of the college's greatest contributions to the state of Rhode Island is the
UEC, and many at RIC may not even realize it," Walton offered with a trace if
irony. "This center is impacting on the population with the greatest need for what
a college can offer," he said, commenting that the UEC was "primary to the college's mission." ·
He went on to say that given the proper direction the UEC is a vehicle which
can give focus to education for adults in the urban community. Recalling that the
center has had a turnover in the director's post which saw five different people at ·
the helm in 10 years, he emphasizes the stability and potential for progress now
that a new facility and continuity in leadership exists .
"We would not have been abfe to realize this facility which allows the UEC to
do so many new and different things, had it not been for the support and encouragement given by Dr . (David) Sweet and John Speer (RlC's controller /
he point s out.
treasurer)/'
One Program, Two Groups
Among the new challenges facing the staff at the center is the shifting make-up
of the population of the inner city. Walton reports that "probably every nationality in the world" is represented among the users of the UEC services.
Hispanic residents in Providence almost equal the blacl< population now and one
of the most dramatic increases in minority populations is in the numbers of indoChinese peoples coming into the city.
Walton explains that a variety of Southeast Asian groups are represented in the
influx, many of which do not have a common language and some of which do not
have a written language as it would be understood in the West. Currently, the
UEC is able to offer just one English as a Second Language program to both
Hispanics and Indochinese, a situation which occurs through necessity but which
he stresses is not satisfactory.

STUDYING TOGETHER at the UEC are (1-r) Mrs. Betty Newsom, Anita C.
Breault and Mrs. Ethel Houston, all participating in the associate degree program.

'I Want Better Things' ·
· Anita C. Breault of Pawtucket is one
of 134 adults in the Urban Educational
Center's associate degree program who
"wants better thir.gs" out of life.
"Fed up" with nursing as an LPN and
on disability compensation since receiving a work-related back injury last year,
she's been taking English composition
and bas ic accounting at the UEC to
qualify as a hospital administrator.
The combining of two "careers"
nursing aHd business administration - or ·
attempts to change careers are what
motivates some of the students.
Mrs. Betty Newsom has done social
work but now "can't get around on my
feet" as well as she used to and would
like an office desk job.
When asked how , old she is, Mrs.
Newsom said, "I'm 63." The internot bad.
"That's
viewer remarked,
You'\le got a long way to go yet." To
which she shot back : "That's why I'm
here 1"
M~s. Newsom resid~s in nearby South
Providence and can walk to the center
"when I have to."
For many of the associate degree
students, taking courses at the UEC is
more a matter of cost than convenience.
The college-level courses per se are
free . There is a registration fee and other
arministrative costs that total between
$30 and $40 plus the cost of the textbooks that each student must buy for
him or herself.
But, for those out of work . for one
reason or another and, hence, on a very
restricted budget, the UEC is a Godsend. Equivalent courses at either Rhode
Island College or Rhode Island Junior
College run between $90 and $120 per
course.
"The RIC course at RIC costs money.
The RIC course here is free!" points out
Miss Breault.
"Cost is a key factor," said John B.
program director. "The
Hermanson,
project is specifically geared to low income and minority groups."
"I would like to go fulltim_e to RIC to

hurry it up," says Miss Breault who attends the UEC classes three nights a
week (from 6:30 to 9:30), but until
things get better for her financially "this
is fine for me now."
Anita heard about the UEC program
by word of mouth as did Mrs. Ethel
Houston of East Greenwich. The "word ·
of mouth;' came from Mrs. Houston's
daughter, Kathy, who wanted to take a
course or two herself but simply needed
a ride to the center.
She talked her mother into taking a
course so they could drive in ·together,
"then she dropped out and I became
said Mrs.
even more interested,"
Houston who continues to come each
week for an accounting course.
All three women have high praise for
the UEC and its staff and the staff's
concern for their students' welfare. Of
particular note is the security provided
· in the person of Walter Smith, a ,
uniformed guard who lends a feeling-1:i- •
safety to the students, particularly the
wo,men who mu~t come to the evening
classes through an area not particularly
well-lighted.
"This is the neighborhood we draw
It is
from," pointed out Hermanson.
located for most of the _
centrally
students and being enclosed and very
well lighted "people feel safer than on
an open campus," he said.
"It's all very friendly," said Miss
Breault, to which Mrs. Newsom added,
"There's real comaraderie among the
students and the students and staff."
/
coordinator
Cecelia Thompson,
counselor, seems especially helpful and
well liked by the students.
Many of the students sharing the same
course frequently go to one another's
homes to study together which is proof
positive that the UEC is more than just a
center for studies.
It has become - in the minds of the
studeots - more like a community center
where friendship serves as the incentive
today and hope lights the way for
tomorrow.

Jose Gonzalez To UEC Post
Jo~e Gonzalez, 26, of 12 Tobey Street,
Providence, has been appointed as a
counselor at the Urban Educational
Center.
Gonzalez, who had been employed in
a CET A program at the UEC was named to the staff of t-he center proper on
Dec. I. A I 976 graduate of Rhode Island
College, Jose holds a BA in social work
and Spanish. In 1978 he earned his
master's degree in bilingual-biculturar
education at RIC.
While at RIC as a student, he was active in the college's Tai-Kwon-Do club a
martial arts organization of which he
was president and later advisor. He also
American
form the Latin
helped
Students Organization at the college.
As a graduate student he worked as a
graduate ·assistant in the off.ice of contiand later he was
nuing education

employed as a senior counselor in the
special services program.
Prior to joining the UEC's CET A
program he was employed in a bilingual
high school program and in the "college
both in New Yo;k
adaptor program'\
City.

. C_hances are_ that the UEC will find a way to meet the need. Coping i:- whar
Jl!stJfies th~ ~x1stence of the center. _As ~a.hon not.es_, "'l ' ou have 10 han: quire a
bit of creat1v1ty attached to a place hke this. It won t .1ust grow tw ~-l)fllinl! ll' 1\·ork
·
every day."

. I
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hands on specially designed equipment.
There's no grant funding involved in
the workshop.
About a year and a half ago, Tumminelli simply called the Meeting Street
School and "asked if they wanted to
send some kids over.''
It wasn't long before they arrived some blind, some confined to wheel
chairs 'with cerebral palsy - and have!
been attending the classes ever since for
one hour per week, the time donated by
Tumminelli.
Had Similar Effect
At this point it's not a case of
mainstreaming as the Meeting Street
School children do not take the classes
with non-handicapped children, but the
results of their weekly visits have had an
effect on Tumminelli similar to that produced in the teachers of the deaf, their
regular students and the students'
parents.
"I've found working with these
children I've developed more tolerance
for non-handicapped _kids. They have a
stick-to-itiveness that inspires you," he
added with a touch of amazement, adding, "The inner reward you get pushes
you on to greater things."
The teachers at Henry Barnard had
taken steps · to prepare themselves for
mainstreaming the hearing impaired
children in what looked like might be a
ticklish project. One senses the apprehension they must have had, not having had any previous experience with
deaf children.
A series of steps was taken to facihtate
the process of what was therr thought
would be "coping" with the deaf: an jn- ·
troductory sign language -course for the
teachers; an exchange of letters between
the children at Henry Barnard and those
· from the school for the deaf; time spent
explaining deafness and hearing aids
and, through the use of games, the
teaching of simple "signs" to the Henry
Barnard children and, finally, some
preliminary
meetings wherein the
children from each school spent an hour
and a half each week sharing an activity
period at sites alternating between the
two schools.
Day of Reckoning
In anticipation of the initial merging
of the two groups into a semi-structured
class environment, finger spelling some
simpJ~_sign language became part of the
Henry Barnard group's daily activities.
The day of reckoning approached.
Some initial experimentation which
involved, at one point, the making of
Halloween masks by the children from
both schools proved "a disaster."
In an article outlining the early stages
of the program written for Education
Unlimited, teachers Haven Starr of
North Providence, Judy Kelly, Elaine '
DuFusco of Providence, all of Henry ·
Barnard, and Julie White of the school
for the deaf, said, "We learned from
this and several other activities that there
was too much tension and they were just
not comfortable with each other at this
point."
They learned that a less structured activity and one involving the requirement
of less skills was needed. From there it
was decided to have the children do what
children like best - play.
Consequently, a non-competitive nonve rb-al "socialization"
under the
guidance of Starr took place where the
children were just allowed to get to
know one another via playing of games.
"We warited to avoid the contrived
and forced situation that had been
created by our early mask-making and
other sessions which had required a Jot
of communication,"
reported
the
teachers.
·
Through non-competitive and nonverbal games, the children could meet on
equal footing and not experience the tension of having to communicate, succeed,
or win. "It we could reduce the tension

Contract
Signing Set
The agreement between the Urban
Educational Center and the Opportunities Industrialization Center to
operate the Ed_ucatio~al Ol?portunities Center jointly will be signed
on Jan. 7 at iO a.m. at the UEC. Dr.
David E. Sweet, RIC president, and
\1ichael VanLeesten, director of
OIC, will take part in the contract\igning ceremony. Roberto ~onzalez, director of the EOC, will be
pre\ent as will the advis?ry. board
me_mber\ of the two orgamzauons.

for them, we hoped they would begin to
see each other not as 'deaf' and 'hearing' but just as kids."
Experience Success Then slowly they got into class activities - at first rather non-academic
such as home economics with Mrs. Kelly. "This gave the children the opportunity to work in a group and experience
success," said Sevey.
Gradually, some of the hearing impaired children were introduc,ed into a
fourth grade math class with Starr which
took four afternoons per week last
academic year. This same group is now
studying fifth grade math with Katherine
Radice of Providence and another group
has been introduced to the fourth grade
level.
· Last spring the "youngest group ever
used" was introduced to the socialization process on the second grade level
with Joyce Jarvis of Providence as
teacher. A portion of the same group is
now at the third grade level with Debbie
Svengalis of Foster guiding the socialization. Lois Fain and Sue Walker, both
from the school for the deaf, also participated in the socialization process.
Each group, it is hoped, will proceed
each year on to the next grade until
finishing the sixth grade which is the exit
level at Henry Barnard.
The teachers report the children from
both groups have grown in confidence
and increased inter-action. They began
to seek out each other for partners and
small groups. They developed their own
communications systems using any and
all modes: writing, finger spelling, singing, speaking, pointing, miming and
even using each other as interpreters .
You'd Be Amazed
"You'd be amazed how many of our
kids are already familiar with the deaf
alphabet beca~e of Sesame Street,''
said Kelly.
"They accepted each others' limitations but were not inhibited by them, We
can really see the deaf children blossom
in confidence," said Kelly, adding, "the
most important thing that has developed
is the feeling among the children that
'we're all kids.' It's not a case of 'you're
deaf and I'm not' or the other way
around.''
"The stress here isn't on the differences. It's on the likenesses," said
Sevey.
.
He says his students are learning that
"we all have handicaps but in different
ways. A handicap isn't always obvious
and doesn't necessarily impede. It just
means we all must learn to operate in
our own way."
After
nearly
three
years
of
mainstreaming "we don't feel we're giving something to them,'' said Sevey in
reference to the deaf children, "they're
giving to us and we're sharing in a very
deep sense.'.'
This "sharing," he explains, is the
feeling, being imparted whether consciously · or unconsciously, that "handicapped or not - we're all basically
alike." ,

What's News Photos

by
Peter P. Tobia
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RIC Home Base For
Brazilian Visitors
Three representatives
from Brazil
recently concluded a 12-day visit to
Rhode Island during which Rhode
Island College served as their home base.
They were guests in Rhode Island
under the auspices of Partners of the
Americas, a private sector, non-profit
corporation
which aims to promote
closer relations between the United
States and Latin and South American
countries .
David E. Sweet, RIC president, is currently "agent in charge" for the corporation in Rhode Island and as such
served as host to the three visitors.
Representing
Sergipe,
Brazil's
smallest state , were Olympio Seixas, the
group's leader, Dr. Joses Hamilton and
Jackson Santos . Seixas is a private ·
businessman who owns and operates an
English speaking school in Sergipe.
Hamilton is a psychiatrist who owns his
own clinic and serves on the faculty of
Federal University in Sergipe, and Santos is with the State Ministry of Education there.
The trio lived in RIC's residence halls
while in Rhode Island and were exposed
to a variety of cultural, educational and
governmental activities during their stay.
A meeting with Governor J . Jo seph _.
Joseph Garrahy and Dr. Sweet led to
discussions of possible exchange visits
between Rhode Island leaders and officials from Sergip-e.
Sweet pointed out the potential for
furthering business and commercial as
well as educational ties between the two
states, noting the significance or the
jewelry. industry to the Rhode Island
economy and the fact that Brazil is a major exporter of precious gems.
Garrahy expressed substantial interest
in educational and commercial exchange
programs with Sergipe and said he
would like to visit the Brazilian state .
Seixas indicated that the governor of
Sergipe would be willing to come to
Rhode Island in July, 1981:
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section will essentially maintain the college's current policy regarding writing
competency. Glazer said that the testing
requirements inherent in the other sections of recommendation
III implied
substantial changes in current college
admissions procedures and hence need
more study.
A meeting of the curriculum committee was to be held in the Regents Board
Room, Roberts Hall on Friday, Dec. 12
from 10:30 a.m . to 4 p.m. Another is
planned for the same time period on
Dec. 17, also in the Regents Board
Room '. At the time What's News went to
press, recommendation V was on the
floor. Subsequent
recommendations
dealing with transfer students and
credits (VI) and a recommendation suggesting continuation of the committee
on general education (VII) were yet to be
considered. The curriculum committee
has been moving through the recommendations category by category.
. "In terms of a time line we really need
to get decisions made through recommendation V if (the general education
program) is to be implemented next
fall," Glazer said . Recommendation V

I\

I,

If

-To Appear on T.V.
A representative
or two from
RIC's
Rehabilitation
Counselor
Education Program will appear on
Channel 36 WSBE, this Friday evening at 7 o'clock to discuss what's being done for Rhode Island's handicapped population.
Host for the weekly show, entitled
"The 13th State," js Glenn Russell.
What's News interviewed Drs .
Hanoch Livneh, John Evans and
Richard Ober of the rehabilitation
counselor education program for its
article "More Aged, Handicapped or Just More Visible" which ran in

the Nov. 24 edition and which prompted the invitation to the RIC professors by Channel 36.
One or two of the three RIC prot.:ssors are scheduled to appear along
\<-ith several · other authorities on
llhode Island's handicapped.
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GOV. J. JOSEPH GARRAHY bolds a copy of , What 's News at RIC which carried a story on RIC's Patricia A. Sharkey and her recent visit to the Federal University of Sergipe in Brazil where she served as artist-in-residence in a cultural exchange program. At
right of the governor is Fred L. Hansen, international trade director of the state Department of Economic Development; Dr. Joses
Hamilton who serves on the Sergipe faculty, and Dr. David E. Sweet, RIC president. All parties agreed to explore future economic
and cultural development between Brazil and Rhode Island.
·
Fred L. Hansen, international trade
developed.''
Partners of the Americas endeavors to
director of the Rhode Island DepartWhile in Rhode Island, the Brazilian
encourage common participation among
representatives participated in a variety
ment of Economic Development, met
American state s and Latin and South
with the group, promised to provide an
of community activitie s , attended . the
American states in exchange programs
RIC Chorus and Symphony Orchestra's
informational
and in activities , involving "mutual
kit for each of the
presentation of Handel's Messiah, atvisitors, and asked that they in turn send
cooperation" with the common goal betended functions in Providence and
him one from Sergipe. He said that in
. ing "(to advance) the social and
Newport and met with many member s
that way they wiU-be able to "compare
economic well-being of the peoples of
of the RIC faculty and staff.
our industries and see wha ~ can be
the Am-er.ica s ."

spells out the distribution requirement s
for the program.
Glazer pointed out that thi s is th e
fourth year in succession that a revision
of the general education program has
been proposed. The COGE has been
meeting with the curriculum committee
as it deliberates in order to be able to
discuss the report and its recommenda tions as necessary.
Glazer said that the goal of the cur riculum committee is to get the curriculum established , explaining that it
can be modified as practice indicates
once it is in place.
The proposed general education program as outlined in the report containing
the recommendations of the COGE was
circulated on campus Sept. 8, 1980.
Glazer said that copies are still available
on request.

W orlcshop Site

We are pleased to inform the campu s
communit y that Kenneth Kazlauskas, a
senior and starter o f the RIC Basketball
Team is at home in Wat erbury , Co nn. ,
recuperating nicely from the injurie s he
sustained in an auto accident on Nov.
30.
Professor Noel Chadwick of the
department of modern language s is at
home for· the remainder of the semester
recuperating from a mild heart a'ttack he
recently experienced .
Miss Linda Godinho, an instructor in
Portugue se in the department of modern
languages is recuperating at home from
recent surgery at St. Luke's Ho spital in
New Bedford .
We regret to learn of the death of
Alfred D ' Onofrio on Dec. 7. He was th e ,
brother of Dr. Lenore DeLucia, dir ector
of institutional research and pla nn ing .

Focus on the

Faculty and Staff
The United States Department of
Education (USDE) will hold a one da y
workshop at RIC on the impact of
USDE' s newly issued " Education Divi sion General Administrative
Regula tions" (EDGAR) on January 19, 1981.
According to John C . O'Neill, director of the bureau of grants and sponsored projects at RIC, who arranged for
the workshop to be held at the ·college,
individuals interested in taking part
should contact him prior to Dec. 22.
The primary focus of the EDGAR
workshops will concern the change s
governing the submission, receipt , and
funding of discretionary fund~d applications and / or programs.
To be conducted by experienced
USDE region I personnel, the workshop
will include these principal topics : (1)
How to develop a competitive applica tion, (2) a review of the USDE's applica tion review procedures, and (3) an
outline of the responsibilities of a
grantee and the granting agency.
The RIC workshop is one of five
region one presentations between Jan.
13 and Feb . 3. The workshop will convene at 9 a.m. and run until 4 p.m. It
will take place isn the Faculty Center.
For more information call O'Neill at

456-8228.

Dr. Gary R. Grund, associate pro fessor of Engli sh, had an article ,
"Rhetoric as Metaphor: Some Note s on
Dramatic Method ," publi shed in Etude s
Anglaises. Another
article,
" The
Queen' s Two Bodie s: Britomart and
Spenser's Fairie Queen, Book III, " wa s
accepted for publication by Cahiers
Elizabethains. Profe ssor Grund also
presented a paper at the Conference of
British
Studies on "Spenser
and
Elizabethan Political Theology" held at
Worcester State College .
Dr. Richard A. Lobban, Jr., associate
professor of anthropology / geography,
was elected treasurer of the Society for
Urban
Anthropology
and, hence,
becomes a fouQding officer of this national organization.
·
ur. Mariano Rodrigues, associate
professor of mathematics, was one of
several speakers at the fall conference of
the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics and the Association of
Teachers
of Mathematics
in New
England at the Marriott Hotel in Providence in November . His topic was
"The Golden Mean Strikes Again"
which covered how architects and artists
incorporate The Golden Mean into their

Notes From
Bernadette
by Bernadette V. Small

work .
Other speaker s include: Helen Salbert
and Barry Schiller, assistant professors
o f mathematic s who spoke on their recent stud y, "A Decade of Teacher
Rating s;"
Dr. Henry P. Guillotte, associate professor of mathematic s, who spoke on
" Mathemati cal Mu sic" which covered
the equivalence
of song s from a
mathematical point of view;
Barbara J. Gilfillan, assistant professor of mathematics , , who pre sented
- "Chine se Geometry in Seven Easy
Piece s" which teache s concept s of area,
perimeter, congruency, similarity, etc .
via con struction of a Chine se tangram
pu zzle ;
Vivian R. Morgan, assistant professor
of mathemati cs, led an activity entitled
"Stimulating Intere sts in Mathematics"
which concerned variou s methods for
making
math come alive in the
classroom by use of intere st centers;
Dr. Arthur F. Smith, professor of
mathematic s, spoke on ' ' Applications of
Mathematics from the Calendar"
in
w~ich_ he discussed mathematical apphcat10ns from a calendar which could
be geared to various levels of secondary
school mathematics;
Ann Mosko), assistant professor of
mathematics was moderator of a panel
which
considered
"Women
in
Mathematics:
Past,
Present
and
Future."
Professor Gilfillan was elected to
serve as treasurer of ATMNE this year.
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POINTING OUT some of the sights in the State House is President David E.
Sw~et. The admiring on-lookers are (from left) Joses Hamilton, Olympio Seixas
and Jackson Santos, all from Brazil. Dr. T.S. Tegu, professor e111eriru.1· (on right)

sc~ved as interpreter.

RareOccurrence:

2 in Unit lZeceive Grants
In what was termed as a rare occurence, two members of RIC's anthropology / geography department have
been awarded one year grants of up to
$22,000 each by the National Endowment for the Humanities.
Recipients are Dr. Terence E. Hays
and Dr. Richard A. Lobban, Jr., both
associate professors.
Sandra L. McLean, assistant director
of the bureau of grants and sponsored
projects, said that over 9,000 persons
apply annually for the NEH grant which
provides opportunities for teachers "to
develop their knowledge and understanding of their fields." Of these, she
pointed out, on ly one in nine receive the
grants.
"Competition is very stiff" for these
grants,'said Dr. Sheri L. Smith, assistant
dean of arts and sciences.

"It's a very big honor as is," she
noted, "but for two at the same college
same
in the
two
even
and
department. .. !''
The Fellowships for independent
study and research are for scholars,
teachers and others who can make
significant contributions to thought and .
knowledge in the humanities, says NEH.
In addition to developing their
knowledge and understanding o[ their
fields, the grant provides opportunities
for teachers to revise their current
courses or design new ones, and to
enhance their abilities as teachers and interpreters of the .humanities.
A fellow must devote full time to the
fellowship study and may not accept a
teaching assignment or undertake any
other major activity during the tenure of
the fellowship, stat.es DEH.

A WARDS: Recipients of Elizabeth S. Carr trust fund scholarships (top photo) with
John S. Foley, executive director of advancement and support, are Roberta Jean Kay
and Deborah L. Whitmire Higgins. Also in photo is Dr. Richard A. Green, chair of
elementary education. Receiving RIC Associates Awards (lower photo) as Frank
e Vera Masura, Gail Danella and Mark
Spinelli (left), group president, looks on,
Capasso. At right are Holly L. Shadoian, director of alumni affairs, and Foley.

Come Audition
The RIC Alumni Association will
hold auditions for The Entertainers on
Jan. 24 and 25 from l p.m. to 4 p.m. A
delightful cabaret style production
replete with song, dance and vignettes,
the show was written and will be directed
by David Payton, class of 1977.
The auditions will take place on campus by appointment only (rooms have
not yet been scheduled). Call backs will
be on the night of Jan. 25.
Those who audition should bring a
song, and prepare a brief reading or
character interpretation. Auditions will
last 10 to 15 minutes. A piano and accompanist will be present but those auditioning may bring their own accompanist if they wish.
The production will run from April l
to April 5 in - the Student Union
Ballroom. The show calls for a large
of all ages and
Alumni
cast.
backgrounds are invited to try out.
To set up an audition call the office of
alumni affairs at 456-8086.

Scholarship Awards Marked
In re~ent weeks Rhode Island College
has had the pleasant task of awarding
funds to six students
scholarship
through two different programs.
In late November the RIC Associates
the college's organization of parents of
students and friends of RIC, presented
Hs annual awards to outstanding
scholars. Four students selected on the
basis of credits earned at the college,
quality points and cumulative average,
were chosen for the associate's awards.
Top scholars in each of the three upper
classes are picked. Awards are $200.
Senior recipient was Mark Cap.asso.
Gail Danella received the junior class
award and the sophomore award was
shared by Vera Masura and Mary Ellen
Mowry. All of the recipients have
perfect 4.0 averages.
Also presented by the college in early
December were the Elizabeth S. Carr

Chamber Music Slated
Chamber music ensembles from the
American Band will present an evening
of chamber music for winds as part of
the Rhode Island College Chamber
Music Series•on Wednesday, Dec. 17 at
8:45 p.m. in Roberts Hall, Room 138.
No admission will be charged.
The concert marks a departure from
the American Band's regular concert
fare. The program will feature the music
of French and American composers
written for both . conventional and unconventional instrumental ensembles.
The French school will be represented
by the music of Yvonne Desportes'
French Suite for Clarinets and Jacques
Ibert's Trois Pieces Breves for Woodwind Quintet.

The American school of composition
will be represented by Arthur Frackenpohl 's First Brass Quintet and John
Cheetham's Scherzo for Brass Quintet.
Also performing American music will be
a tuba quartet in Robert Beadell's Three
Sketches.
The program is being coordinated by
Dr. Francis Marciniak, conductor of the
American Band and professor of music
at Rhode Island College. Members of
the band who will be perf@rming are:
Cynthia Ladd, Patricia Allenson, Maria
Ruth
Diane Duhaime,
Lattimore,
Gould, Linda Plouffe, Ronald CardiIJo,
Susan Westcott, Robert Izzo, Henry
Homsany, Kevin Kane, Colin Kane and
Steven Noel.

Happy Holiday
Season
From The

Staff of

What's News at RIC

Trust Fund Scholarships. Two awards
of $150 each were made under the terms
of a trust fund established by the estate
of the late Roy E. Carr in memory of his
daughter Elizabeth, a teacher who died
at the age of 31 in 1960. The scholarships
are intended to carry on her interest in
teaching, especially in the area of young
children, in kindergarten, first and ~econd grades. Roy E. Carr was a former
trustee of state cplleges.
Receiving the Carr awards were Debra
L. Whitmire Higgins, class of '81. and
Roberta Jean Kay, class of '82. John S.
foley, executive director of advancement
and support presented the awards.
The RIC Associates Awards wern
presented by Foley, and Holly L.
Shadoian, director of alumni affairs, in
conjunction with Frank Spinelli, president of the RIC Associates.
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Through Cooperative Ed:

Students Learn and Prosper
by John Rufo
had a penny for e ery time soquestioned the practicality of my
ans education, I could buy a
new, hard cover edition of
Ulvsses. We've all heard tales of
who are gainle sly
ac -ademicians
employed as dishwashers and cab dri ers
as they await the coming renaissance.
For years, graduates ha e poured out
of college-; and universities, knowing only the innards of the classroom. The very
talented easily found employment in
their fields, or - in the ca e of writer and
artists - took menial job until their
work was re ognized. But the majority
of liberal arts graduate e1ther battled
for secondary teaching po ts, took proessionaJ pomion in other field , or aphool .
plied to graduate
Another Opti n
The Rhode Island College Department of Cooperati e Edu ation offers
that majority another option. E tablished tn 1975, the office help enrolled
find work relevant to their
student
fie.Id of ~tudy. ln the pr c , the
may \imultancou ly earn a
student
m imum of 24 undergradu LC rcdlt ,
or - wh r appli able - L\ graduate
redit . Depending on the tndtvidua1 's
field of ~cudy, the redit may fulfill major or ele tive requirements.
J n its I e yean, the o-op program
ha t.:. p ndcd · rom an miual enrollment
of t.:1ght tudi::nts to last year' total of
Ellen We erordinator
252 .
Paqut:ttc, wh man gt:~ Lo queezc 12
hours of work into an eight hour day,
c ti matt:~ that \\ ell over 2 student will
p nkip le in the progr m ovt:r th
19 0- l cadcmic year.
o rdiw tor, llcn concerns hcr elf
largcly .,.,Hh job dcvdopmcnt, a ta k
whi h m kt: the non-academic "'orld
aware of o-op crvicc , nd which put
the right studcnc~ 1n the right place .
1f J
meone
liberal
brand

On T he

elephone

[ lien pend mu h of her time on the
tdcph nc. hc employ the power of
pcrrn sion, omcwhat like a le pit h,
elling the program to per pc ti c
tn
employer -. ome give it a try and other
nccd onvtnctng. Per i tent and a crIona Lein m ,n pvc. rc,c:mblin
~1
pc:arnn1.:cand at11tudc, llcn approa he
her J b wtth the zeal and onviction of a
labor organ1.£cr. he i as i ted in job
devclopmcnt by Dr. Earl teven of the
ngli h Department and Dr . John
RI
ren on of the lementary Education
Dcpartmenl.
o-op director, Dr.
cc rding t
alter Blanchard, the department pur,ue\ a number of a enue in recruiting
ked about
po tblc c:mploycr . \ hen
a i tance and cooper tion of other
office , he
employment
·ampu,
ffi e of tudent
re r nded, "The
emplo . ment and ·a reer erv1 e have
bi:rn very h lplul t u ," 1 ptpc m ker
\\ h11 cn nrinuou\h c: per1ments w!f h the

length and hape of his beard, Dr. Blanomposed demeanor i in -harp
chard'
contrast with Ellen' ex it.able nacure.
While EUen field the question and
problems of cudenc and employers alike
in the !uttered Gaige Hali offi e, Dr.
Blan hard pend a good deal of hi time
im.mer ed in paper wor . He i urrentl)
assembling a brochure ""' hich m
the ollege more visible as a r our e or
employers." He also ondu t a •· o-op
150" clas room our e for fr~hmen and
ording to Dr. Blanophomores.
hard, the I room e ion "help;
tudent e-:;tabli h reali ti career go 1
and gives them d1re,;;t1on."
p ml

at

tW}

oper ce mooch} ,
The o-op offi
e p tally when on idering that the
mall ta f mu t an er co over 2
students and nearly 150 agencies dunng
the a ademic year. The sue essful operation owes a great deal to e retar)
Gath and to tho e a ult)
Pbylli
member who erve as eminar in tru tors for o-op pani ipant
There are currently 12 eminar gr up
- p cudenc fr m di ompo ed of
ferent a ademi di ipline . t chew ekly two hour e ions the rudenc and
their in tru tor di u cheir placemcnc,
indi\ idual goal , and che anainment or
tho~e goal . II co-op cudent are required to ubmit a learning ontra t,
mid-term paper, oral pre entati n and
final paper. he eminar e ion are intender to link the tudent' job pla cment and a ademic program.
t the eminar the tudcnt arc ghen
the opp nunity to open up \'.ith one
another and share problem . or omc
tudent the cminar group erve a upcmbly of fellow
portive fun tion: the
tudent and orker echoing and ju tifying complaints.
Career hoices
For others the eminar offer the opto articulate the reason
portunity
behind career choice , and the merit of a
particular po ition. At the end of ea h
semester, tudent ha e the chan e to
e aluate their employer, in tructor, and
the entire program.
'ith a young program, the co-op adare teadily looking for
mini trator
to improve, as well as e pand thetr
crvi . Presently, RI is the only tate
coHegc which offers an un ub idized
cooperati e education program. La t
year' enrollees earned $368,000 through
the program, at an a erage of 2,500 per
placement. Mo t of the tudents ere on
the direct payroll of the employer.
RI '' ucce fulprogramca;iandwill
be used as a model for other college coop program . In pril Dr. Blanchard
will peak at a regional conference on
by
attended
cooperati e education
member of the academic and bu ine
communitie .
Gi,ing kill off-campu , cooperattve
edu ation ha breathed new life mto
ltberal art at Rl
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